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If You Remember Nothing Else
➤ We are in a time of transition 
➤ Our actions will determine the future 
➤ It is a leadership challenge more than 

a technology one



About Me
➤ Early career doing data development, 

architecture, warehousing and 
business intelligence in trading 
industry 

➤ MBA from Kellogg 
➤ Data management and strategy 

consultant 
➤ First CDO for the Chicago Transit 

Authority 
➤ Senior Partner and Chief Data Officer 

for Uturn Data Solutions, a Chicago-
based management consulting firm at 
the nexus of data and cloud

312-957-8527 
@AJAlgmin 

aalgmin@uturndata.com



About You
➤Do you identify as IT or 

Business? 
➤What kinds of roles? 
➤ Industries? 
➤Size of organization? 
➤What do you hope to 

achieve by attending this 
conference?



Agenda
➤Introducing the 
Data Renaissance 

➤How to Make the 
Most of It 

➤Our Responsibilities 
➤Some Philosophy



What’s in a Renaissance?



What’s in a Data Renaissance



But it isn’t All Bad News



Learn from the Masters



Don’t try to be Ubflixazon
➤ Aiming for what the 

best do today 
guarantees being a 
laggard forever 

➤ And your company 
will inevitably end 
up being a mutant



Lead the Target



What is the Future?
➤ Big Data 
➤ IoT 
➤ Flying Autonomous Cars 
➤ Quantified Life 
➤ Artificial Intelligence 
➤ Public/Government Impact? 

➤ Transportation 
➤ Security 
➤ Privacy



History Does Repeat…but Faster



How to Repeat Faster
The Virtuous Cycle

MEASURE

IDENTIFY 
IMPROVEMENTSIMPROVE



Becoming the Master



Is All This a Good Thing?



If You Remember Nothing Else
➤ We are in a time of transition 
➤ Our actions will determine the future 
➤ It is a leadership challenge more than 

a technology one



Questions and Discussion



The Data Renaissance: Leading Your 
Business to the Modern Age

The Renaissance was a time during the 14th-17th centuries that is considered the 
link between the Middle Ages and modern history. It was a time of incredible artistic 
progress, a time when a fundamentally new kind of thinking took hold. 
We are living in a similar time with respect to data. We have seen tremendous 
progress in the last decade: with the advent and ubiquitous adoption of handheld 
computing; a complete upheaval of transportation with car and ride-sharing 
services and soon, autonomous vehicles; and even a return to space exploration 
funded by private enterprise. 
Though nobody can predict what the future holds, we do know that our companies 
must do something different to remain relevant. This session will focus less on the 
specific technologies in focus today, and more about how to create a culture that 
embraces, and ideally drives, the constant disruptive change of today’s world. 
3 bullets on what delegates will learn from attending the session  
Why adapting to what is new today is a fool’s errand 
How to take an approach that works far better 
Why although everything is different, nothing has changed — and  
although history repeats itself, the cycle times are always getting shorter


